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As the number of patients with coronavirus (COVID-19) infection requiring hospital care increases, there will be increases in the use of advanced respiratory support, such as assisted ventilation. Assisted ventilation places demand on the flow of oxygen delivery within hospitals.

To support prioritisation of oxygen flow for the most severely ill patients in hospital:

- **Oxygen prescribing targets** for all adults treated in NHS hospitals should be adjusted from the current range (of oxygen saturation 94% - 98%) to oxygen saturation 92% - 96% in the first instance.
- **COVID-19 infection and non-COVID-19 conditions** (for example stroke, myocardial infarction, trauma) in adults should use this SaO₂ target.
- **Evidence from clinical trials** suggests that hyperoxia may be harmful and lower oxygen target ranges are safe.
- **A target range of 90% - 94%** may be considered if clinically appropriate by hospitals according to prevailing oxygen flow demands.
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Update information
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